Abstract-In microwave induced thermo-acoustic tomography (MI-TAT) system, radiation of an antenna is a near field problem which gives rise to a non-uniform distribution of microwave radiation power in detection area. Due to this non-uniform distribution, the contrast of MITAT image which is proportional to the absorbed microwave energy will not reflect the real characteristics (dielectric properties) of biological tissues. In this paper, an image correction method based on electromagnetic simulation is proposed to correct the image contrast affected by the non-uniform microwave radiation distribution. First, the distribution of the microwave radiation power is simulated through a numerical simulation framework. Conventional time-reversal mirror (TRM) technique is applied to reconstruct the image. Then the microwave power distribution is applied to correct the image. The method is numerically demonstrated. The two samples with the same microwave absorption property and with different microwave absorption properties are experimentally investigated. Both numerical simulations and experimental results demonstrate the good performance of the proposed method.
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INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is the most common female malignancy and the second leading cause of cancer mortality for women. Early diagnosis is the key to surviving breast cancer [1] . Microwave induced thermoacoustic tomography (MITAT) has recently received more and more attentions with its great potential in early breast tumors detection [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Because it combines the advantages of microwave imaging [7] and ultrasound tomography. In MITAT system, a tissue is illuminated by an electromagnetic wave. Then the microwave energy absorbed by the tissue causes thermo-elastic expansion, which generates acoustic waves, termed thermo-acoustic waves. A tomographic image which represents the tissue microwave absorption properties is reconstructed from the recorded thermo-acoustic signals. Such image reflects the physiological and pathological status of the tissue because it has a high contrast of the electromagnetic radiation absorption rate between tumors and normal tissues [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Several thermo-acoustic image methods have been proposed in [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Chen et al. [8] [9] [10] exploited time reversal mirror (TRM) technique as a reconstruction algorithm in MITAT system. TRM technique is an efficient method with high spatial resolution and noise rejection features. Zeng et al. [11] presented a modified filtered back projection algorithm with combination wavelet to reconstruct the image. In order to compensate signal propagation attenuation in a tissue, gain compensation method was proposed by Geng and Wang [3] . All these papers assumed a uniform electromagnetic radiation (microwave source). The gray levels of the final MITAT image directly reflect the electromagnetic characteristics of illuminated biological tissues.
In real engineering, the specimen is placed at the near field zone of the antenna according to the wavelength and the size of the antenna. Near field radiation always gives rise to a non-uniform microwave power distribution [14, 15] . Therefore the absorbed microwave energy will not reflect the microwave absorption characteristic of a biological tissue. For example, though the energy absorption rate of a tumor is higher than that of normal tissues, the tumor may absorb less electromagnetic energy than the normal tissues if the tumor is put into the weak electromagnetic radiation area. This situation will result in serious consequences, such as missed detection or false alarm.
Aiming to solve the mentioned problem, an image correction method is proposed in this paper. The main idea of the method is to correct the MITAT image according to the simulated radiation power distribution. It is consisted of two steps. First, the distribution of the electromagnetic radiation is numerically simulated. Then, the image of the tissue absorption properties is reconstructed by using TRM technique, where the microwave radiation distribution is taken into consideration in the reconstruction procedure. In this procedure, the influence caused by non-uniform radiation can be effectively relieved and the mapping relationship between image contrast and tissue electromagnetic parameter is accurately established.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an image correction method is proposed. Its mechanism is analyzed and validated by some numerical simulations. Some experimental results are given in Section 3. Good performance of the method is demonstrated. Conclusions are drawn in the final section.
IMAGE CORRECTION METHOD

Mechanism of the Image in MITAT
For MITAT, the reconstructed image is related with the thermoacoustic signals emitted from different tissues. The magnitude of the thermo-acoustic signal is proportional to the absorbed microwave energy. The relationship between the absorbed microwave energy and the thermo-acoustic signal can be expressed as [16] 
where p(t) is the waveform of the acoustic signal in specific location r, r is the source position vector, β is the coefficient of volume thermal expansion, C V is the material specific heat capacity and H( r , t) is the heating function. The heating function can be approximated as
with product separated contribution of the spatial H( r ) and temporal H(t) ≈ δt parts. The heating function is then described as a deposition of microwave radiation power in the sample [16] :
taking into account the conductivity losses p cond and the dielectric losses p el . σ is the conductivity, E is the electrical field, ω is the angular frequency and ε is the imaginary part of the permittivity. According to (1)- (3), the intrinsic contrast in thermo-acoustic image is dominated by electric loss in the tissue. Thus, samples with high conductivity exhibit higher energy absorption than tissues with lower conductivity. Therefore, the resulting thermo-acoustic image maps dielectric parameters distribution of the imaged object [16] .
In [3] , the microwave absorption property of tissue is summarized as the absorption coefficient,
where ω is the angular frequency, µ the permeability, ε the permittivity, and σ the conductivity. The complex dielectric property of the tissue determines the propagation and absorption features of microwave. Also it can be found that the induced thermo-acoustic pressure depends on the microwave intensity and the complex dielectric constant of the tissue samples. Thus the thermo-acoustic signals can reflect the tissue characteristic when the microwave intensity was relative uniform. Time-reversal mirror (TRM) technique is applied as image reconstruction method by using the thermo-acoustic signals p(t) due to its advantage in MITAT image [8] [9] [10] . The procedure of TRM can be expressed as
where I( r, t) is the pixel value at location r in imaging zone at moment t, M the totality of thermo-acoustic signals, K the totality of sensors, G c a Green's function from the sensor to field location r, andḠ s a conjugate Green's function from acoustic source to the sensor. The relationship between pixel values and thermo-acoustic signals is established through the TRM reconstruction procedure. According to (1)-(4), the thermo-acoustic signal is related with the absorbed microwave energy. The mapping relationship between the pixel value and absorbed microwave energy can be expressed as
In previous literatures [1] [2] [3] [4] , the microwave radiation power is considered as a constant within a tomographic plane. However, in real situation, due to the radiation of antenna and the surrounding environment, it is impossible to achieve a perfect uniform distribution of radiation power in an imaging plane. This means that the E in Eq. (3) is not a constant. Therefore, the magnitude of thermo-acoustic signal will be affected not only by the electrical parameters of the tissue, but also by the non-uniform distribution of electrical fields. The reconstructed image using the thermo-acoustic signal will not reflect the real tissue electromagnetic property. 
The Effects of Radiation Power Distribution
In order to illustrate the effects of the radiation power distribution on the MITAT image, some numerical simulations have been done. A simulation framework has been established. In the framework, finite integration time domain (FITD) is used to simulate the microwave radiation power distribution [16] .
Pseudo-spectral time domain (PSTD) method is applied to simulate the acoustic wave propagation and to reconstruct the image [17] [18] [19] [20] .
In the simulation of the microwave radiation power distribution, microwave horn antenna, scanning bowl, ultrasound coupling medium and ultrasonic transducers are all taken into accounted in order to get a more realistic simulation. The simulated power distribution of one cross section along z-direction is shown in Fig. 1 . In order to illustrate the problem, the figure has been normalized. Obviously the radiation power is non-uniformly distributed, which gradually decays from the center to the edge. At the edge of the radiation zone (for example 40 mm away from the center), the radiation power is only about a half of that at the center. This implies that if a tumor is placed at the edge of the illumination area, it receives less microwave energy than it is placed at the center of the area. Naturally the pixel value mapped by less absorbed microwave energy will be smaller. The real tissue electromagnetic properties are not accurately reflected by the reconstructed image. This phenomenon will be verified in the following numerical simulations. Two samples with same electromagnetic parameters are simulated. Their sizes are both 15 mm × 15 mm. The centers of the targets are set at (0, 0) and (0, 52.5), respectively. Sample 1 is placed at the center of the scanning container, the other one is placed at the edge of the scanning container. Ultrasonic transducer array is around the samples. The simulation setup is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The processes including microwave radiation, thermal acoustic wave propagation and image reconstruction are numerically simulated. Fig. 2(b) is the image reconstructed by using the conventional TRM technique.
From Fig. 2(b) , it shows that the intensity of sample 2 is not as strong as that of sample 1 though they have the same electromagnetic property. The reason is that the electrical field of microwave radiation at the edge of the scanning bowl is much weaker than that at the center. According to (1)-(3), the thermo-acoustic signals generated by sample 2 are therefore much smaller than that of sample 1. The smaller thermo-acoustic signals induce the smaller intensity values in the image. Through this simulation, we can conclude that the nonuniform distribution of the radiation power will distort the relationship between the tissue property and the contrast of the image.
Correction Method
Aiming to solve the problem brought by non-uniform distribution of radiation power as demonstrated in the previous sub-section, an image correction method is proposed. Similar method is used in [20] . The photo-acoustic image is normalized by the light distribution in the object. The main steps of this method are summarized as follow: 1) Reconstruct the image through the TRM technique. This is the same as the conventional TRM. 2) Simulate the distribution of microwave radiation power through the system simulation framework. 3) Relieve the effect of non-uniform radiation power distribution from the reconstructed image by step 1). The mapping relationship between the pixel and absorbed microwave energy is modified as
where I ( r) is pixel value obtained by the correction method at location r, I( r) the pixel value obtained by conventional method, and H( r) the heating function. In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed correction method, same simulation data as in Section 2.2 has been used. Fig. 3 is the result by using the proposed correction method. Obviously, the strength of sample 2 is highly enhanced in the image. The amplitudes of the two samples are almost the same. This means that the effect induced by the non-uniform distribution is well relieved by using this correction method. This will be further demonstrated through some experiments. It is necessary to state that the intensity at the power distribution edge is very small and may induce the value of new pixel intensity being astronomically high. The noise is filtered to avoid this situation. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have established a circular scanning system which is applied to receive the thermo-acoustic signals. In this way, one can obtain significant signal to noise ratio (SNR) compared with a linear array [21, 22] . The picture of circular scanning system is shown in Fig. 4 . The z axis is perpendicular to the aperture plane of the horn antenna. The x axis is perpendicular to the drawing plane and points outward. The y axis is in the drawing plane pointing to the right. A 2.45 GHz microwave generator transmits microwave pulses toward the specimen. The pulse duration time is 0.5 µs in the experiments. The peak power of a single microwave pulse is set to 3 kW. A rectangle pulse modulator is employed to trigger the microwave generator and to control the pulse repetition rate. Microwave energy is delivered to a microwave antenna through a standard rectangular waveguide. The microwave antenna is a circular horn whose diameter is 15 cm. It is designed to radiate the microwave as equally as possible to heat the sample.
The specimen is placed in a teflon container, which is fixed onto a two-dimensional x-y scanning plane. The distance between the imaged specimen and microwave antenna is about 6.65 cm. A computer controls the motor to drive the scanning device. Four transducers (V314-SU, OLYMPUS) amounted on the container wall rotate around the sample. Thermo-acoustic signals are sampled at different angles. The central frequency of the ultrasonic transducer is 1 MHz. The piezoelectric output of the ultrasonic transducer is connected to a pulse amplifier. The amplified acoustic signals are acquired by a data acquisition card (PCI-1714, ADVANTECH) through the un-focused ultrasonic transducers.
Based on the experimental system, a series of simplified experiments are performed to verify the correction method. An experiment of two targets with same dielectric property is carried out. Phantom targets are made from agar, salt and water et al.. The relative permittivity and conductivity of phantom are about 60 and 5 S/m. This kind of phantom has similar electromagnetic parameters as tumor whose relative permittivity and conductivity are 50 and 4 S/m, respectively. Another experiment is two samples (fat and phantom) with different microwave absorption properties. The relative permittivity and conductivity of fat are 5.5 and 0.4 S/m. The fat exhibits lower microwave absorption than that of the phantom.
In reality, the biological tissue is heterogeneous and the heterogeneity will affect the energy distribution. But we can predict the tissue model, and obtain a coarse energy distribution. It will still give some improvements compared with the condition without doing any modifications.
Experimental Results for Two Targets with the Same Electromagnetic Parameters
In this experiment, one target is placed at the center of scanning bowl and the other one is placed at the edge. Figs. 5(a) and (b) show the picture of the phantoms and the sketch of experiment setup, respectively. Fig. 5(c) is the result by using the conventional TRM. Fig. 5(d) shows the result by using the proposed correction method. Figs. 5(e) and (f) are amplitudes of the cross sections plots along ydirection.
The goal of the MITAT is to discriminate the electromagnetic properties for different tissues according to the contrast of the image [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Ideally, the samples with the same electromagnetic parameters should have the same pixel intensity in the image. However, Fig. 5(c) shows that the sample placed at the radiation zone edge has much smaller intensity than that of the sample at the center. This result indicates that the microwave absorption properties of samples are not accurately reflected due to the non-uniform distribution of microwave radiation. In Fig. 5(d) , the pixel intensity values of the two samples are almost the same. The effect of the nonuniform distribution of microwave radiation is relieved by the proposed correction method.
Similarity S is used to describe the reconstruction performances. It is defined as where P 2 max is the peak value of sample 2 and P 1 max the peak value of sample 1. The peak values mapped by two samples with the same microwave absorption property should be equal, i.e., S = 1. The amplitudes of the cross sections along y-direction are plotted in Figs. 5(e) and (f). From Fig. 5(e) , the S obtained by conventional TRM is 0.1, while the similarity is 0.97 after using the correction method. This indicates that the electromagnetic properties of the samples are better reflected by the image modified by the correction method.
Experimental Results for Two Targets with Different Electromagnetic Parameters
The method is further studied through an experiment for two targets (fat and phantom) with different electromagnetic parameters. The fat which has a less microwave absorption rate is placed at the center where the radiation power is stronger. The phantom which has a larger microwave absorption rate is placed at the edge of the container. Fig. 6(a) shows the picture of samples and Fig. 6(b) is the sketch of experiment setup. Figs. 6(c) and (d) are the results obtained by conventional TRM method and the proposed method, respectively.
In Fig. 6(c) , the pixel intensity of the phantom is much smaller than that of the fat. In theory, the thermo-acoustic excited from the fat should have smaller amplitude because of its less microwave absorption. Therefore, the pixel intensity of the fat is much smaller than that of the phantom in the reconstructed image. However, in Fig. 6(c) , this law is not reflected due to the non-uniform distribution of microwave radiation. Figure 6 (d) is the result by using the proposed correction method. It can be found that the contrast of the image accurately reflects the microwave absorption property of tissue. Specific absorption rate (SAR) is used to measure the microwave absorption in general [12] . According to [19] , the ratio of the SARs between tumor and fat is about 9 ∼ 20. In Fig. 6(c) , the ratio of the SARs between the phantom and the fat is only 0.22, which is far away from that of [19] . But from Fig. 6(d) , the ratio is 10.92, which is at the interval mentioned by [19] . Such image can reflect the physiological and pathological status of the tissue in a certain extent because it reflects the different microwave absorption properties between tumor and normal tissue.
CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of MITAT system is to reflect the microwave absorption property of a tumor through the contrast of the image. However, in real engineering, due to the non-uniform distribution of microwave radiation power, the image contrast often does not reflect the microwave absorption properties of tissue accurately. Aiming to solve this problem, an image correction method is proposed in this paper. The fundamental of the method is to correct the image by using the numerically calculated microwave radiation power distribution. The effect to the image quality caused by this non-uniform distribution is relieved based on the distribution. Both numerical and experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed correction method.
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